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Strategic transition- progressing
•

Move from coal
development to oil and
gas exploration
• Canning Basin
• Increased
investment in
Fitzroy Blocks
• Duchess
Paradise thermal
project slowed
• coal exploration
JVs sought
Map shows Canning superbasin in context of WA and Texas , and regional EPs in north Canning mostly Buru JV.
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2013 key event- Fitzroy Block deal
• March 2013- acquired
additional 15% interest
in EP457 & EP458
(“Fitzroy Blocks”)
– 2.5M contiguous acres
– $6M for 15%

• Fitzroy Blocks
– Buru 37.5% (operator)
– Mitsubishi 37.5%
– Rey 25%

• Rey’s 25%
– 10% free carry to
production
– 15% contributing
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Fitzroy Blocks- oil and gas exploration
• 25% interest: meaningful
position in potential
extensions to Australia’s
best new onshore oil
discovery
• Ungani conventional oil
discovery by Buru is “play
opener”

– conventional dolomite
reservoir
– trend runs through Fitzroy
Blocks
– Development program to
+5,000bbl/day and
extended to Ungani North*

* Technical information pertaining to the Ungani oil discovery and Laurel gas accumulation has been sourced
from Buru releases to ASX, August 8 2013.
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Fitzroy Blocks- 3 major trends
• Ungani

– conventional, proven
– oil
– key priority

• Laurel

– unconventional
– tight gas in sandstone
– massive potential

• Goldwyer

– unconventional
– oil to wet gas in shale
– untested
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Canning Basin- attracting majors
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Ungani- “play opener”
• Ungani*
–
–
–
–
–

15km from EP457
+50m oil column
37 deg API- sweet
10-20mmbbls gross
10mmbbls min median

• Major focus 2013-14

– 235km 2D seismic + gravity
in 2013 on Ungani trend
– more seismic 2014
– 1+ wells dependng on
results

* Technical information pertaining to the Ungani oil discovery and Laurel gas accumulation has been sourced
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from Buru releases to ASX, August 8 2013.

Laurel- potential world class accumulation
• Independent regional
assessment of Laurel for
Buru*
– 56TCF gas, recoverable
– 1Bbbl oil, recoverable
– low CO2, no H2S

• Extends into Fitzroy
Blocks
• production assessment in
2014 (not Fitzroy Blocks)
* Technical information pertaining to the Ungani oil discovery and Laurel gas accumulation has been sourced
from Buru release to ASX, August 8 2013.
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Activity- Ungani wells are drivers
2013

2014

• Fitzroy Blocks

• Fitzroy Blocks

– 2D seismic (EP457)
– gravity

• Duchess Paradise
– permitting

• Coal Exploration
– minor drilling
– rationalisation

– first well (depending on
survey results)
– more 2D seismic

• Duchess Paradise
– permitting

• Coal Exploration
– seek JV funding, minor
drilling
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Corporate
ASX code

REY

Shares on issue

631M

Rights

7.5M

Share Price

10c

Market Cap

$63M

Cash

$6M (29 Nov)

Major Shareholders
Ricky Holdings/Crystal Yield

19.9%

ASF

18%

W Liu

12%

J Lee

7%

Non-Executive Directors

Min Yang (Chair), Geoff Baker, Dachun Zheng

Executives

Kevin Wilson (md)

Disclaimer
Certain statements contained in this presentation, including information as to the future financial or operating performance of Rey Resources (“Rey”) and its
projects, are forward looking statements. Such forward looking statements:

 may include, among other things, statements regarding targets, estimates and assumptions in respect of mineral reserves and mineral resources and



anticipated grades and recovery rates, production and prices, operating costs and results, capital expenditures, and are or may be based on assumptions
and estimates related to future technical, economic, market, political, social and other conditions;
are necessarily based upon a number of estimates and assumptions that, while considered reasonable by Rey, are inherently subject to significant
technical, business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties and contingencies; and
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from estimated or anticipated events or r
results reflected in such forward looking statements.

Rey disclaims any intent or obligation to update publicly any forward looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or
otherwise. The words “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “indicate”, “contemplate”, “target”, “plan”, “intends”, “continue”, “budget”, “estimate”, “may”,
“will”, “schedule” and similar expressions identify forward looking statements.
All forward looking statements made in this presentation are qualified by the foregoing cautionary statements. Investors are cautioned that forward looking
statements are not guarantees of future performance and accordingly investors are cautioned not to put undue reliance on forward looking statements due
to the inherent uncertainty therein.
* Technical information pertaining to the Ungani oil discovery and Laurel gas accumulation has been sourced from Buru releases to ASX, August 8 2013. and
May 1 2013.
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www.reyresources.com
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